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Introduction. The influence of plastic orthotropy on the stress concentration factor

at a circular hole, embedded in a thin sheet, has been discussed in a number of papers

[ 1 ]—[6]. Much less research has apparently been devoted to the related problem of

the strain concentration factor. It should be noted in this context that present day

fatigue theories [7] give equal weight to both stress and strain concentration factors.

Budiansky [4] has presented results for the strain concentration factor in rigid/

power-hardening materials with various theories of plastic anisotropy. That analysis,

however, is of asymptotic value only since the neglect of elastic strains produces a

constant (load independent) strain concentration factor. In reality one would expect a

strain concentration factor that increases with the remote load beyond initial yielding.

This paper investigates the strain concentration problem for elastic/perfectly-

plastic solids using Hill's [8] anisotropic yield criterion along with the associated

flow rule. We show that within the framework of small strains it is possible to reduce

the system of governing equations to a single differential equation of the first order.

The solution of this equation can be expressed by quadratures, and in terms of simple

functions when the orthotropy parameter m takes the values of 1 or 2. For the latter

cases we derive simple algebraic expressions for the strain concentration factors. The

solution covers the entire elasto/plastic range up to complete yielding of the sheet.

Graphical and numerical examples indicate that plastic orthotropy, of the type

considered here, has strong influence on the magnitude of strain concentration at

the hole. It appears that the sensitivity to parameter R increases as parameter m

decreases. These results are of particular interest due to the fact that the stress con-

centration factor is independent of both parameters. We also show that the present

solution agrees with two other available solutions for elastic/hardening materials at

the limit of zero hardening.

Analysis. A circular hole, of radius a, is located at the center of an infinite sheet

which is subjected to remote uniform tension Ooo. The standard elastic solution for
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the pre-yielding stress field is simply

ar = (7oo, Og = ^1 + (Too, (1)

where p denotes the nondimensional (with respect to a) radial coordinate. The stress

and strain concentration factors at the hole follow from (1), with the usual notation,

as

k = a^p= 1} =2 (2)
tfoo

and

= =i 3)
£-(/? = oo) ^

where ^ is Poisson's ratio.

Hill's [8] yield condition for plane stress fields with transverse material orthotropy

states that

2(1 +R)Ym = (1 + 2R)((jg - or)m + {Og + or)m (4)

where Y is the yield stress and (m, R) are material parameters. As it stands, criterion

(4) holds in the region where both (og - or) and (og + or) are nonnegative. This will

include the elastic field (1) and also the plastic stresses to be determined subsequently.

With the stress components (1) we find that yielding starts at the hole {p = 1)

when the load reaches the level

Ooo — 2 ( '

regardless of parameters (m,R). Increasing the remote tension beyond initial yield-

ing (5) will create a plastic zone bounded by the hole's boundary (p = 1) and the

elasto/plastic interface (p = p^. It is conceivable that the extent of the plastic zone

will increase with (Too up to complete plastification of the sheet. This will happen

when or = ae = Coo at infinity satisfies Eq. (4), which gives the limit load

(Too = (2+ 2*)'/"I (6)

The present elastic/perfectly-plastic solution is therefore valid only for loads below

the limit (6). It is worth noting here that for both the von-Mises criterion (m —

2,R — 1) and the Tresca criterion (m = \,R = 0) the plastic process is terminated

(6) at the same tension (Too = Y.

Once a plastic zone has been activated the circumferential stress at the hole remains

constant and equal to Y. The stress concentration factor is then given trivially by

y
k = — (7)

"oo

for any {m,R) and with (Too varying from initial yield (5) to complete plastification

(6).
Turning now to the more interesting problem, of determining the strain concentra-

tion factor, we begin by establishing the relation between the elastic/plastic interface

location and the remote tension stress. This can be done quite easily since the stress
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analysis is here independent of kinematics. Within the elastic zone pi < p < oo we

have the known relations

A A
" <?oo — 71 "oo + ^2

where A is a constant. Within the plastic zone 1 < p < p, we introduce the parametric

representation [3]

or = Sr{a)Y, <Jg = Se(a)Y (9)

where

Sr(a) = i(2 + 2JR)'/m[(cosa)2/m - (1 + 2JR)-1/m(sina)2/m] (10)

Sg{a) = i(2 + 2/?)'/m[(cosa)2/m + (1 + 2JR)-'/m(sina)2/m]. (11)

This representation satisfies identically the anisotropic yield condition (4). The stress

free boundary condition at the hole implies, via (10), that

a(p = 1) = aa - arctan \/\ +2R (12)

Inserting relations (10)-(11) in the equations of radial equilibrium

p^ + ar-ae = 0 (13)
dp

results in, after one integration, the p(a) relation

p = exp f f(a) da (14)
J a

where

/(a) = -[(1 +2JR)'/w(cota)(2-m)/m +cota], (15)
m

For m - 1 integral (14) gives the closed form expression

\ 2+2«_ /sinaa\

\ sin a /

while for m = 2 we get

/ sin aa
P = \ —■ exp

" sin a

VTT2R,
 ~ (aa - a) (17)

Relation (17) agrees with Budiansky's result [2, eq. (22)] for a pure power law material

at the limit of n —* oo.

Stress continuity requirements at the elastic/plastic interface are satisfied, from

(8) and (9), by the equations

(Too -4 =Sr(<*i)Y, (Too+ 4 =Se{ai)Y (18)
Pi Pi
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where a, is the value of parameter a at the interface. The solution of (18) follows,

with the aid of (10)-( 11), as

These two relations complete the stress analysis since the two stress components

(oy, ere) are now determined over the entire elastoplastic zone at any load level. The

location of the elastic/plastic interface is obtained from (14) as

Pi = e\ pf f{a)da (21)
J Q,

with a, given by (19). For the particular values of m = 1,2 we find from (16)—(17)

the explicit relations

( l+2R V+R
"=\2 + 2R-2ax!Y) m=' (22>

Pi =
1 + 2 R

[2 + 2R-(2o00/Yy\

1/4

exp
VI +2R ( n — 2(Too/Y \
   ( arctan \/l + 2R - arccos . I

2 V V2 + 2RJ
m = 2. (23)

A further specification for the Tresca and Mises solids reads

^.= (2-^) (Tresca: m = 1, R = 0) (24)
2<7oo

\fi> rn (7oo>
-y- (3 -arccos — (Mises: m - 2, R = 1).

(25)

As expected, p, becomes very large when a<*, approaches the limit load (6).

The next part of the analysis employs the constitutive relation of the flow theory

associated with the yield condition (4). Thus, within the usual framework of small

strain plasticity in conjunction with the normality rule, we have the three equations

er = j{dr-vde) + \[{Se + Sr)m-{ -{\+2R){Se-Sr)m-x] (26)

&e = ^{6e- var) + X[(Sg + Sr)m~[ + (1 + 2R)(Se - 5r)m-'] (27)

ez = -^(dr + de)-2X (Se + Sr)m-1 (28)

where the superposed dot denotes differentiation with respect to a time-like parameter

and X is left undetermined. Now, the stresses in the plastic zone 1 < p < pi remain

time independent at each radius after initial yielding. This is evident from the p(a)

relation (14) which does not involve the load 0^. The stresses (9) depend therefore
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only on the radius p, so that the stress rates in (26)-(27) vanish identically and we

are left with the strain rates

= X[(Se + Sr)m~l - (1 + 2R)(Se - sr)m~l] (29)

ee = A[(S„ + Sr)m~l + (1 + 2R)(Se - Srr~l) (30)

iz = -2X{Se + Sr)m-{. (31)

Eliminating A between (29)-(30) gives

er - g(a)sg = 0 (32)

where, with the aid of (10)-(11),

1 -(1 +2fl)1/m(tana)2(m-1>/m

g[a) 1 + (1 +2i?)'/'»(tana)2('"-1)/'"-

Equation (32) can be integrated (at a given radius parameter a is time independent)

along the straining path, from the initial yield strains (e*, e*e) up to the current strains.

This gives

er - e*r - g{a)(ee - e*e) = 0. (34)

The yield strains, however, depend on the stresses (at a given radius) through the

usual Hookean relations

e; = i(<r, - vo9) = |[5r(a) - «/Sfl(a)] (35)

e; = ~{ag- var) = |[Sfl(a) - i/Sr(a)] (36)

where we have used representation (9) along with the observation that the stresses

remain constant (at a given radius) after initial yielding. Substituting the strains

(35)—(36) in (34) we get the equation

£r - g{a)ee = h(a) (37)

where

h(a) = |[(S, - vSe) ~ g{c*){Se - vSr)]. (38)

Finally, we combine the compatibility condition

dtg im\
er = p-jj+ee (39)

and the p(a) relation (14) with (37) to obtain the governing differential equation

la ~ (^) (1 + 2-R)1/W(tana)(m_2)/m£e
°-(i

• [(1 + v) - (1 - |/)(1 + 2R)2/m(tana)2(-m~2^m].
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Equation (40) is supplemented by the two boundary conditions

a = aa-.ee={^yc£ (41)

a = ai:ee = |[5„(q) - «/5r(o)] (42)

with a, given by (19). The solution of system (40)-(42) provides the dependence of

the strain concentration factor on the remote tension.

Numerical examples and discussion. Equation (40) is of first order and can be

solved by quadratures. For the special cases of m = 1,2 it is possible to express the

solution in terms of simple functions. With m — 1 Eq. (40) becomes

den
2(1 + 2/?)(cota)fi0

da

E) VI+2R

with the solution
'2 + 2 R

Y\ (2 + 2R\
' ' ' (sinacosa)[(l + v) - (1 - v)( 1 + 2i?)2(cota)2]

(43)

ee = "F ' - "^ ' 1+ 2j;> - " +1/) + ('4~-)(1 + 2*)2(sina)'
E) Vl + 2R,

+ C(sin a)2<™

(44)
where C is an integration constant. Compliance with boundary conditions (41)-(42)

gives the strain concentration factor

(■
1+2 R)1+2r

(2 + 2R- lOoo/Y)2r
(45)

V4i/i?o,00

At the limit of R —► 0 we find from (45) the Tresca-solid solution

Several examples of the variation of ke with the remote tension are shown in Fig.

1. The strain concentration factor becomes unbounded as the limit load (6) is ap-

proached, but the present small strain model is valid only within a limited range of

ke.

With m = 2 Eq. (40) becomes

with the solution

ee = (^) V 1 + 2R (,U{X 2+ 2R R) (sina ~ Vl + 2R cos a) + Cexp(N/l +2 Ra).

(48)
The strain concentration factor follows as

, / Y \ exp[\/l + 2 R(aa - a,-)] ^ — . ....
K = hr     (cosa, + \/1 + 2R sin a,) (49)

\Zu (7qo J \2 -}- 2 R
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where a, is given by (19) with m = 2. Sample calculations of ke from (49) are

depicted in Fig. 2. Here, in contrast to the case m = 1, the strain concentration

factor attains a finite value at the limit load a^/Y = \/2 + 2R/2. This is given by

, _ exp[\/l + 2R arctan ^1 + 2R]
ke - i/(2 + 2R) PUJ

with the particular value of ke = [exp(7t/\/3)]/4i/ for the Mises material (R = 1).

Table 1. Strain concentration factors for m = 1.5.

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

3.00 3.06 3.25

3.00 3.06 3.21 3.46 4.41 6.75

3.00 3.05 3.20 3.45 4.23 5.70 8.53 17.3

TRESCA

R = 0

Fig. 1. Variation of the strain concentration factor with the remote

tension stress for m = 1. The Tresca material is given by R = 0.
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7

k €
R = 2

+ limit load

m = 2"-4-

0.5 1.0 oo

Y
Fig. 2. Variation of the strain concentration factor with the remote

tension stress for m = 2. The Mises material is given by R = 1.

Figures 1-2 display the importance of plastic orthotropy in evaluating strain con-

centration factors. It appears that the sensitivity to parameter R increases as param-

eter m decreases. It is also seen that the values of ke are much higher with m = 1

than with m = 2. These findings are supported by results of numerical integration

of Eq. (40), for intermediate values of m, as given in Tables 1-2. It is interesting to

note that while the strain concentration factor is considerably dependent on plastic

orthotropy, the stress concentration factor (7) is unaffected by parameters (m,R).

Table 2. Strain concentration factors for R = 1.

vCToc/y
m

1.0

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.0

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

3.00 3.06 3.21 3.46 4.31 5.97 9.51 19.3

3.00 3.06 3.21 3.46 4.34 6.25 11.7

3.00 3.06 3.21 3.46 4.41 6.75

3.00 3.06 3.21 3.48 4.45

3.00 3.06 3.22 3.48 4.49

The present study is restricted to perfectly-plastic behaviour beyond initial yield.

An analogous investigation for hardening solids would be mainly numerical with the
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exception of two notable cases; with m = 2 and for a power-law hardening material

Budiansky discovered [2] an exact solution for the stress concentration factor. Within

the loading range bounded by (5)-(6) the expression for k reads (eq. (20) in [2])

-G)(n + \+2R) + (n-\)VTT2Rj^(£) -1

«(!+/?)(Y/ (Too)

(n+\+2R) / (n2+\+2R)

exp
{n-\)VT+2R,

n2 + l + 2R a,)

(51)
where n is the hardening parameter and a, is given by (19) with m = 2. It is now

straightforward to show that the strain concentration factor associated with (51) is

simply

(52)

At the limit load Voo/Y — \/2 + 2R/2 we recover from (51)—(52), with n —> oo, the

same formula as (50).

The second known solution for elastic/hardening solids has been given recently

in [6] for the case of m = 1 and with a linear-hardening characteristic. The stress

concentration factor is determined in [6] by the solution of a transcendental equation,

but at the limit load we have the simple relation

R x 2

k=l + ]j(l-r1)^—j +n (53)

where t] = ET/E and ET denotes the constant tangent modulus. It is easily verified

that the strain concentration factor associated with (53) is

i 1 + \/(1 - n) (tt*)2 +1 - it! ,5,x
ke ~ 2urj " (54)

The solution for the perfectly-plastic model is approached by (54), as rj -* 0, with

the asymptotic behaviour

(55)

kE ~ R = 0 (Tresca). (56)

The limit-load strain concentration factor (54) becomes therefore unbounded as the

tangent modulus approaches zero, in agreement with solution (45).
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